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Reading Time: 10 minutes 
Writing Time: 120 minutes 
 
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 
Please write all your answers on the Examination Paper. 
Answer all questions. 
 
EXAM CONDITIONS 
You may begin writing from the commencement of the examination session.  The reading time indicated above is 
provided as a guide only. 
This is a CLOSED BOOK examination 
No calculators are permitted 
No handwritten notes are permitted 
No dictionaries are permitted 
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Write the WHOLE TONE SCALE starting on D flat 
 Use the alto clef 
 Use semibreves 
 Descending only 




           (……../2) 
Question 2 
Write the PENTATONIC SCALE of G major 
 Use the treble clef 
 Use crotchets 
 Ascending and descending 




           (……../2) 
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Write the BLUES SCALE of F sharp major 
 Use the bass clef 
 Use minims 
 Ascending only 
 Complete the scale with a double bar line 
 
 
           (……../2) 
 
Question 4 
a)Write the scale of G sharp melodic minor 
b)Write the scale of E flat melodic minor 
 Use the treble clef 
 Use semibreves 
 Ascending and descending 
 Write the key signature 






           (……../4) 
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Question 7a 
What is the opening key of this tune?..................................................... 
To what key does it modulate at (i)?....................................................... 




           (……../2) 
 
Question 7b 
Name the tonic key of this tune:…………………………………………… 




           (……../2) 
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Describe the time signature:……………………………………………………………………………. 
 
           (……../4) 
            
Question 9 
Add a time signature and missing bar lines to this four bar melody. 
 
 




           (……../2) 
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           (……../8) 
Question 11 
Write a rhythm to the following couplet. 
 Write the words clearly under the notes 
 Use hyphens for words of more than one syllable 
 
Let every house be ready tonight 
The children gathered, the candles alight.   
             The Christmas Tree  
             Peter Cornelius  
 
 
           (……../8) 
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           (……../2) 
Question 12 b 
 




           (……../2) 
Question 13a 
 
Name the four dance movements that are normally found in a Baroque Suite. 
 
………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………………………….   




           (……../4) 
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Name the three ornaments and show how they should be played. 
 
 
           (……../6) 
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Question 15 
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Write out the folk song “Ye Banks and Braes” in the key of G major. 
 
 
           (………./10) 
 
END OF QUESTIONS 
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